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PREFACE

In 1971, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), U.S. Department of Transportation, supported a research
study in highway traffic safety which was conducted by The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University.
This study resulted in the publication Highway Safety Occupational
Program Development Guide (Daugherty, et al., 1971). The favor-
able response received-by this publication resulted in a second
research study entitled "Revision and Update of Traffic Safety
Manpower Training Program Development Guide." The purpose of
the second research study was to identify and describe the high-
way traffic safety functions within the current NHTSA traffic
safety program standards. This study resulted in the publication
of two documents, a Highway Traffic Safety Manpower Functions
Guide (1974) and a final report, Revision and Update of Traffic
Safety Manpower Training Program Development Guide (1974).

This Highway Traffic Safety Manpower Functions Guide iden-
tifies and describes the major manpower functions in highway
traffic safety. The functions range from the technical and
supervisory levels through the managerial and professional levels
and have been grouped into eleven functional areas. The actual
composition of the functional areas vary according to geographical
location and local needs. Information related to manpower train-
ing programs is not included in the Guide since it was outside
the scope of the study.

This guide should be of value as a resource document to
professional and managerial personnel, career counselors, com-
munity colleges, vocational-technical schools, and othe'r agen-
cies and institutions concerned with manpower development and
program planning in highway traffic safety.

Robert E. Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education
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INTRODUCTION

Americans have been confronted with many complex problems
of national concern on several occasions during the short history
of this country. On each occasion this nation's citizens and
their democratic institutions have prevailed. One such national
problem, highway traffic accidents, has greatly intensified over
the past decade ("Highway Safety Standard...." 1972).

When faced with the seemingly impossible, Americans have
responded to the challenge by demonstrating a remarkable ability
in marshalling and organizing manpower resources to deal effec-
tively with the problem. The development of the atomic bomb,
victory in international conflict, and the lunar conquest are
testimonials to America's ability in training and organizing man-
power resources in response to challenge. The challenge is to
address the problem of highway traffic accidents, by effectively
accumulating and directing the country's manpower resources to
reduce property damage, personal injuries and death from the
nation's highways and streets.

Highway traffic safety is aimed at the reduction in number
and magnitude of damage of traffic accidents. 1. traffic acci-
dent can be viewed as "...an event comprised of nine parts, called
loss factors" (Wright, 1969). The matrix illustrating these
parts includes the three phases: pre-crash, crash and post-crash;
and the factors of the human, the vehicle and the environment.

Pre-crash

Crash

Post-crash

o
o"

117 t) 1-4
/1:1 "^f

a;

Figure 1. Matrix for Nine Phases and
Factors in Highway Traffic
Safety
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In the effort to reduce the loss from traffic accidents, con-
sideration must be given to each of the nine combinations of
phases and factors.

Standards have been promulgated from the legislation of the
1966 Highway Safety Act and the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973
to set up countermeasures addressing alleged weaknesses within
each of these part,,. The enforcement of these standards and the
design of the.3p count2rmeasures are the responsibility of the
U.S. Secretary LrL the Department of Transportation. The Sec-
retary has Tf-:_aili:;hed two administrations within the Department
of Transport.ati-1 to administer the nation's highway traffic
safety proa,-.11, the Federal Highway Administration (FHA) and the
National High -..ay Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) .

The Federal Highway Administration is responsible for admin-
istering those standards, programs and countermeasures having to
do with the factor of environment within each of the three phases
of an accident. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion is charged with administer4ng the human and vehicle factors
within each of the three phase .

At the state level, federal legislation requires the gover-
nor of each state to designate a person as the state's represen-
tative in working with NHTSA to secure federal funds for support
of traffic safety programs designed to meet NHTSA administered
standards.

The governor's highway traffic safety representative and
!3taff operate according to the requirements and procedures of
their respective state. In most instances the staff of the
office of the governor's highway traffic safety representative
serve in a coordinating and collecting role to the various state
agencies charged with carrying out a portion of one or more of
the state's highway traffic safety programs.

The governor's highway traffic safety representative must
submit to the NHTSA offices, a Comprehensive Plan and an Annual
Highway Safety Program Plan. The Comprehensive Plan is the
governor's multi-year legislative, organizational, operational,
and financial plan in accordance with uniform standards. The
Annual Work Program Plan outlines the work to be carried out
within the state, the specific goals to be achieved, and re-
sources to be used during a particular year to implement the
state's Comprehensive Plan for highway traffic safety.

The overall state highway traffic safety program is a com-
posite of several individual programs, generally operated by a
variety of agencies within the state. Each state department of
transportation or motor vehicles may administratively operate
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several of the state programs such as the police traffic ser-
vices, vehicle registration and inspection, driver licensing,
accident investigation and driver licensing. The state depart-
ment of health may be responsible for emergency medical sarviccs
while the state department of education administratively handles
pupil transportation.

While each of these agencies, and other such state agencies,
may have responsibility for a highway traffic safety effort, this
responsibility fft.ty be a very small portion of the total charge.
For example, the state department of health may have responsi-
bility for snitat.ion, environmental standards, communicable
disease control. food standards, etc., in addition to emergency
medical services. Even within the area of emergency medical
services, a major portion of the program deals with services
other than those provided traffic accident victims. Likewise,
the state agencies having highway traffic safety programs may be
responsible primarily for activities and programs having to do
with other than highway safety.

The local municipalities operate highway traffic safety pro-
grams in compliance with state programs or as a specific counter-
measure effort which is funded through the coordination of the
office of the governor's highway safety representative. These
local programs are generally operated independently of one an-
other between departments or within departments. In a very few
instances local municipalities have designated a specific office
to coordinate the safety or highway traffic safety programs with-
in the various agencies of the respective municipality. As is
the case with state agencies, the local agencies generally have
many responsibilities, one of which is highway traffic safety
and often a relatively minor activity within the total work pro-
gram.

The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-87), has empha-
sized the dissatisfaction Congress has with the lack of citizen
participation in highway traffic safety. The legislation calls
for the Secretary of Transportation to conduct an investigation
and study of ways and means for encouraging greater citizen par-
ticipation and involvement in highway traffic safety (Rosenfield,
1973) .

The increasing complexity and scope of the highway traffic
accident problem and the limited resources available to imple-
ment the programs to address the problem have encouraged the
U.S. Department of Transportation's National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration to examine the whole question of manpower
for implementing and maintaining such safety efforts. Previous
studies sponsored by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA) have placed emphasis on viewing the total or
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major portions of the total manpower picture in highway traffic
safety (Booz, et al., 1968; Stanford Research institute, 1969;
Daugherty, et al., 1971).

To resolve questions of manpower for highway traffic safety
is a complex task. Standard occupational classification such as
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and the Civil Service class-
ifications and titles have no direct references nor cross-refer-
ences to highway traffic safety. The job titles and descriptions
included in thr7e putlications seldom contain any reference to
highway traffic safety, even for those occupations where a major-
ity of the i%diw.i..tual's performance is aimed at safety on the
streets and hit,emays. Similarly, other literature such as col-
lege catal:..gups, course descriptions, or even the classification
system, Vocat,ional Education and Occupations issued by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare seldom include high-
way traffic safety as a reference in the description or as a
recognizable part of the instructional program.

The difficulty in identifying and classifying highway traf-
fic safety occupations, or individuals who hold such positions,
makes personnel administration and research in manpower develop-
ment complicated and inconsistent. Research findings are diffi-
cult to compare because of the lack of common terminology and
basic references. An administrator or manager of highway traf-
fic safety progra;.is may have difficulty in determining the man-
power functions required to implement and maintain programs, in
identifying logical arrangements of functions for manning the
efforts and in determining the transferrability of manpower from
one program to another. Educators may find highway traffic safety
a term which provides little guidance in developing educational
programs for preparing manpower for this field.

It is the purpose of this publication to assist administra-
tors, managers and educators through a new approach for describ-
ing and classifying manpower functions being performed to en-
hance highway traffic safety programs. It is intended that this
publication provide one of the most comprehensive views of man-
power for the highway traffic safety programs represented through
the factors of the human and the vehicle, as administered by
NHTSA, in terms of performance requirements or functions. The
descriptions and classifications should provide the researcher
with a more standard basis for the study of manpower in highway
traffic safety, the administrator with a better understanding of
manpower functions, and the educator with more of a performance
base from which to develop educational programs.

Program administrators, personnel officers and those respon-
sible for training individuals in highway traffic safety also
may find this publication useful. Major functions necessary for
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establishing and maintaining a rather comprehensive highway
traffic safety program are described. Within the functional
areas there exists a range of options for preparing and deploy-
ing manpower to most effectively and efficiently carry out a
program within local settings. The functions described may also
serve as a basis for reconsidering some of the personnel practices
and policies that may restrict or diminish effectiveness or ef-
ficiency in highway traffic safety programs.

By 1980, number of all employees in local and
state governments is expected to include more than 13 million
individuals kYcri.m, 1971) . No accurate figures are available
for predicting ..ihat portion of these public employees will be
responsibly fr_-r carrying out the various functions essential to
future highway traffic safety programs. Projections of manpower
levels and needs for highway traffic safety have been difficult
to derive because of poor job classification systems, reluctance
to predict future budgetary trends in government, and the work
pattern which fails to distinguish between safety manpower func-
tions performed as a full time job and a part-time job in which
non-highway traffic safety functions are also performed. There-
fore, it is beyond the scope of this publication to provide any
manpower figures to correspond with the functions identified and
described within.

Within the functional areas responsible for the administra-
tive management, and supervision aspects of highway traffic
safety programs there exists many "political appointments," or
"favorite son" positions. This method of selecting employees
may result in a high turnover rate with short tenure and little
correlation between needed competencies and candidate qualifica-
tions.

The civil service system is often involved in the hiring of
highway traffic safety specialists. Although the civil service
system is undergoing some sweeping changes, there still exists
deficiency in placing sufficient emphasis on competency-based
performance, in-service training requirements, credit for re-
lated training and the recognition of individuals engaged in
performing highway traffic safety functions.

This publication presents a classification schema (Figure 2)
for many of the functions performed in highway traffic safety
programs as represented through NHTSA. The classification is
based upon functional areas which consist of a cluster of func-
tions aimed at achieving a common goal in highway traffic safety.
Each function within the functional area consists of a group of
specific actions or roles performed by one or more individuals
in order to achieve specific objectives of highway traffic
safety. Each function is presented through an overview, a
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description of that function as performed and with some qualifi-
cations for personnel entering a job in which the function is
performed.

The functional areas and functions described in this pub-
lication are derived from one or more selected case studies for
each function, supplemented with what support information could
be found within the literature. The cases selected for study
were based upon the recommendation of NUTSA personnel and other
highway traffi 7Lecialists. Each case was recommended as one
of the exempl,:ry eforts in operation throughout the country.
Each functiea 1:::cribed in this publication is based upon an
actual case .-_,%isting as a job, portions of a job, or combination
of jobs being performed somewhere in the United States. The
contents are strictly the interpretations and opinions of the
authors who have assimilated the information from limited, but
carefully selected sources.

Caution should he exercised in making generalizations about
the total highway traffic safety workforce from the limited case
studies included in this publication. An extensive task analysis
of each function on a broad based population would reveal far
more detailed information necessary to make generalizations,
safety program decisions and educational program decisions. In
addition, the programs administered through the Federal Highway
Administration represent highway traffic safety functions which
are not included in this publication.

The publication should prove a basis for researchers, safety
program administrators, managers and educators to examine their
highway traffic safety interests and responsibilities on the
basis of job performance or function. This approach to manpower
development and management in ;highway traffic safety could be
instrumental in bringing about desired efficiency and effective-
ness in performance to implement and maintain safety programs.
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HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

INTRODUCTION

Highway troffic safety program administration may be
regarded as a 1",:nctional area within the overall highway
traffic safety program. Program administration functions are
performed at federal, state, and local levels, but primarily
by the office of the governor's highway safety representative
in each state. The challenge of program administration at
the state level is to embrace all of the relevant services
and activities in highway safety and draw them together into
a unified program that works in concert to increase highway
traffic safety.

The functional area of program administration consists of
administrating, planning, providing liaison, providing public
information, and evaluating functions (see Figure 3). In
the actual operation of highway traffic safety programs, the
various administrative functions overlap and are not discrete.
For example, evaluation may exist, to some degree, in several
other functions such as planning and staffing. However, five
functions are deemed sufficiently distinct and important to
be listed and described below as separate highway traffic
safety functions.

Each administration function, when performed by the office
of the governor's highway safety representative, is largely
a coordinating activity. It is the responsibility of each
governor's representative to prepare the state's highway
safety Comprehensive Plan and Annual Work Program and to submit
them to the U. S. Department of Transportation for approval.
The Comprehensive Plan is the governor's combined multi-year
legislative, organizational, operational, and financial plan,
in accordance with uniform standards promulgated by the secre-
tary of transportation. It is designed to reduce traffic
accidents and resulting deaths, injuries and property damage.
The plan covers not only the state's own operations but also
those of its political subdivisions. The Annual Work Program
details the work to be done, the specific goals to be achieved,
and the resources to be used during a particular year to imple-
ment the State's Comprehensive Plan.

9



PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

Administrating

Planning

Providing
Liaison

Providing Public
Information

Evaluating

I

Figure 3. Functions of Program Administration
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ADMINISTRATING

The function of highway traffic safety program managompnt
at the state level is largely concerned with formulating policy
and organizing the program elements into a coordinated program.
In essence, program administrating assembles and utilizes the
various highway traffic safety resources toward the common goal
of reducing crashes anJ fatalities on the nation's streets
and highways. 'his function is performed at the federal,
state, and local levels but primarily by the office of the
governor's ilLghway safety representative.

The function of program administrating in highway safety
is not a distinct entity and usually includes responsibility
for coordinating and supervising the planning, evaluation,
liaison, and giving of public information. Staffing is a
significant role of program administrating. It includes
recruiting, selecting, orientation, promoting, transferring
and releasing highway traffic safety personnel (Yoder, 1962).
At the state level, the responsibility of the program adminis-
trating function includes the cooperative and coordinating
relationship with the administrators who manage the various
areas of the state highway safety activity. Considerable
coordination is carried out at this level in order to implement
the overall program successfully. At the local level, the
function of program administrating provides leadership, direc-
tion, and supervision in implementing the program as developed
(FHA, 1969).

The program administrating function makes a significant
contribution to highway traffic safety by providing the leader-
ship and coordination among the various components that are
essential for the successful implementation of such a program.
This function is performed by individuals with various job
titles and within various agencies. The performance of the
administrating function was observed in two instances:
"Executive Director, Office of Highway Safety Planning" in
a north central state; and "Chief, Highway Safety Group" in
an eastern state.

PLANNING

Planning highway traffic safety programs involves the
analysis of data on the previous program(s) and of future
trends in order to establish realistic goals, objectives,
policies and procedures for new and/or ongoing safety programs.
In addition, the planning function incorporates budgeting

11



resources to support the program plan, researching within the
program to identify more efficient and effective ways to
accomplish t1 goals, and drafting legislation to enable or
support the program plan. The planning function is carried
out by the office or the governor's highway safety representa-
tive to fulfill the requirements of submitting the annual work
plan and budget to the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-
tration and the Federal Highway Administration.

Highway trffic safety program planning is a means of
identifying plobiems, establishing objectives, determining
alternative .;ol.urions, choosing among the alternatives,
setting priorictes, allocating resources and devising an organ-
ized and rystrmatic approach to reducing traffic accidents and
the resultani_ losses from these accidents. Program planning
is aimed at providing maximum safety on the nation's streets
and highways within the resources provided by society for this
purpose. The planning function should be initiated by the
governor's representative. Various state agencies and local
political subdivisions are active in planning, compiling the
segments of these plans, and implementing plans pertaining
specifically to highway traffic safety. Priorities based on
needs must be established and resources allocated. These
compiled plans form the statewide comprehensive and annual
plan for highway traffic safety.

The function of planning highway traffic safety programs
is performed by individuals with a variety of job titles and
within various governmental agencies. The performance of the
planning function was observed in several instances: "Chief,
Highway Safety Group" on the staff of the Governor's Highway
Safety Representative in a major north central state; "Man-
power. Coordinator" on the staff of the Governor's Highway
Safety Representative in a major southern state; and "Director
of Public Safety" in a major southeastern state.

PROVIDING LIAISON

The successful implementation of a state's highway safety
program depends to a large degree on communications and
coordination among the many diverse elements within it. These
elements include state agencies such as public health, police,
and education; various groups involved in highway safety pro-
jects for local communities and political subdivisions; and
agencies of the federal government. The function of highway
safety program liaison is primarily concerned with the office
of the governor's highway safety representative maintaining
contact and good working relationships among these elements.
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Additional responsibilities may include monitoring, auditing,
interpreting, and reporting on the various activities involved
in a highway troftie !;ofety program. The function requires
a kiwwledqo of the agencies, public and private, to which
people can be referred for information.

The program liaison function in highway traffic safety
contributes to the overall gods of a highway safety program
by promoting cooperation and coordination among program ele-
ments. This gri..atly enhances the effectiveness of the total
program. The function of program liaison was observed in a
north central ctate where it was performed under the job
title "Chief, Piogram Liaison" on the staff of the governor's
highway safety representative.

PROVIDING PUBLIC INFORMATION

The propose of the public information function in a
comprehensive statewide highway traffic safety program is to
make people aware of the size and urgency of the highway
safety problem and to let them know about planning and ongoing
activities. There are indications that a large segment of the
public fail to comprehend the magnitude of the deaths, injuries
and property damage that result from traffic crashes ("Making
it Safer . . .," 1972). The public information function also
serves to inform the public of the highway traffic safety
laws and regulations affecting them. Major problem areas
within highway safety are identified and special campaigns
are conducted to emphasize these areas.

The performance of the public information function in
highway safety requires the identification of target audiences;
the evaluation of their current level of knowledge; and the
determination of the needs for change in levels of knowledge,
attitudes, or behavior of the target audience. Reaching the
enormous numbers of individuals within a state requires the
use of all available channels of communication including mass
media (e.i., newspapers, radio, television, films, and book-
lets). Responding to pupil inquiries and correspondence is
another responsibility of this function. ". . . the importance
of public opinion should never be underestimated, legislation
follows opinion . . ." (Rosenfield, 1973).

The function of providing public information contributes
to thG overall objectives of highway traffic safety by alerting
the public to the dangers of the problem and by enlisting their
aid and support for the various programs. The public informa-
tion function is usually performed in the office of the
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governor's highway safety representative. The function was
observed under the job title "Program Coordinator" in the
office of highway safety planning in a major north central
state.

EVALUATING

The function of evaluating state traffic safety programs
is concerned with measuring the performance of highway traffic
safety programs, individual components of such programs, and
plans for future programs. Evaluation requires indepth factual
information on all elements of highway traffic safety programs
as well as guidelines for evaluating this data. The office
of the governor's highway safety representative is generally
responsible for the coordination of evaluation throughout the
highway traffic safety program.

The function of evaluation involves advising and monitor-
ing all other areas of highway safety and includes analyzing,
auditing, preparing reports, and research and development.
Effective evaluation requires that measurable objectives be
established and that evaluation techniques by incorporated
into each highway safety project or program. Evaluation
provides the data which indicates where the emphasis should
be Placed in highway traffic safety projects and programs.
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TRAFFIC RECORDS SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the traffic records system is to assure
that approprlate data on traffic accidents, drivers, motor
vehicles, ann roadways are available for planning and implement-
ing highway traffic safety programs (FHA, 1969). The system
provides a reliable means for identifying short-term changes
and long --term trends in the nature of traffic accidents and a
valid basis for detecting contributing factors in traffic acci-
dent causation. Effective utilization of traffic records data
provides a means for developing safety improvements which could
reduce the number of traffic accidents and injuries.

Effective management in highway safety requires facts
on which to base decisions and data to explain needs and pro-
grams to the public (Slavin, 1970). A traffic records system
should be complete, accurate, comprehensive, and timely.
The system involves collection of raw data, followed by coding,
storage, retrieval, analysis, and dissemination to potential
users. Users of the system include state, county, and city
departments of highway traffic safety, enforcement agencies,
traffic engineers, court systems, ani personnel in all areas
of highway safety. Traffic record systems have yet to be fully
developed and currently vary considerably according to location.
Standardization is a major problem in the development of com-
prehensive traffic record system.

Standard 10 of the Highway Safety Act of 1966 provides
guidelines and laws governing traffic records systems. Three
functions of traffic records systems are: (1) Administrating
Traffic Records Systems; (2) Coding Traffic Records Data; and
(3) Analyzing Traffic Records (see Figure 4).

ADMINISTRATING TRAFFIC RECORDS SYSTEMS

The function of administrating traffic records systems
involves developing and implementing program policies and pro-
viding direction in all areas of the traffic records program,
including the analyzing and coding of traffic records data.
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Figure 4. Functions of Traffic Records System
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The responsibilities of administrating traffic records
systems consist of planning, evaluating, and updating traffic
records programs; drafting legislation or recommending execu-
tive action to improve the programs; traininq personnel;
designing components of the system to be compatible wiLh
related data processing systems; and providing liaison between
the program and users and supporting agencies of the program.
These agencies include other highway traffic safety agencies,
traffic engineers, enforcement agencies, court systems, the
office of the governor's highway traffic safety representative,
and NUTSA.

Some of thr specific duties of traffic records systems
administration include purchasing computers and other systems
equipment, staffing all segments of the traffic records program,
preparing budgets and annual reports, securing state and
federal funding for records programs, and providing traffic
safety information and statistics to the public and the news
media. Providing liaison between the traffic records functions
and the office of the governor's highway safety representative
and other agencies is an important role, particularly for
planning and evaluation purposes.

The function of administrating traffic records systems
contributes to highway traffic safety by providing the leader-
ship and coordination essential to implementing a successful
traffic records program, and by assuring that components of
the system are compatible with federal and state standards
for traffic records systems.

The administrating of traffic records systems was observed
in a northeastern capital city under the job title "Director,
Traffic Recordp Project." However, in many areas the function
is performed under various titles, such as "Traffic Records
Analyst," "Traffic Records Coordinator," and "Manager, Data
Processing."

CODING TRAFFIC RECORDS DATA

The function of coding traffic records data is concerned
primarily with transforming raw input data from traffic
accident reports, driver licensing and motor vehicle registra-
tion data, into data forms which can be stored in a central
storage unit such as a computer.

Coding traffic accident report data involves analyzing
all the various accident reports submitted by enforcement
units, emergency medical services, and any other highway safety
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governmental units involved in reporting the accident; resolv-
ing conflicting statements and descriptions to determine the
actual facts related to the accident; and assigning the proper
code to information for storage in the computer.

The function of coding traffic records data contributes
to highway traffic safety by facilitating the interchange of
information between the various highway safety agencies at
all levels by standardizing data elements and codes (NUTSA, 1972).

This function was observed in a northeastern state
capital city unlrzr the job title "Statistics Clerk." This
function is not only performed at the state level in the
traffic recorls system, but also in various traffic records
input agencies, such as driver licensing or vehicle registra-
tion at the state level. Large municipalities may have their
own traffic records system in addition to the state records.

ANALYZING TRAFFIC RECORDS

The function of analyzing traffic records has responsibil-
ity for implementing techniques and procedures to utilize
data on arivers, motor vehicles, highways, and traffic accidents
for the improvement of highway traffic safety programs (NHTSA,
1972).

Analyzing traffic records requires identifying and
structuring the traffic records safety information requirements
for each highway safety agency using the records system. The
operating techniques, procedures, and methods utilized in the
records system, including input, storage, processing, and
conversion of data, are continually analyzed and evaluated.
Analysis provides meaningful statistical measures of the
traffic accident problem to show magnitude, changes, and trends,
as well as identifying areas in need of additional research.

The function of analyzing traffic records makes a signifi-
cant contribution to highway traffic safety by transferring,
merging, and utilizing traffic records data between the
various agencies of highway safety in order to cooperatively
provide information vital to planning and evaluation in high-
way safety program development.

Analyzing traffic records is a function of the traffic
records system that was observed in a northeastern state
capital under the job titles "Statistics Clerk," and "Statisti-
cian." However, most states are currently participating in
an NHTSA-sponsored Fatality File Analysis program, in which
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an additional job title, "Fatality File Analyst," has been
added to traffic records systems. These analysts also have
access to traffic records data of the other state highway
safety agencies.
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DRIVER LICENSING

INTRODUCTION

The functional area of driver licensing makes a signifi-
cant contribution to highway traffic safety by establishing
and maintaining criteria which all vehicular drivers must
comply with in order to be licensed to drive on the nation's
highways. Driver licensing is a function of state governments
and is essentially a screening process aimed at preventing
unsafe drivers from operating a vehicle on the highways.

The adoption of strict licensing and renewal procedures,
standardized across the nation, is essential for the success-
ful operation of the program. The fact that there are in
excess of 118 million licensed vehicle operators in the United
States is indicative of the scope of driver licensing programs
(NSC, 1973). The number of licensed drivers increases by about
four million each year ("How California . . .," 1972).

At the operational level, driver licensing is performed
in numerous license examining stations across the nation,
usually under the jurisdiction of the bureau of motor vehicles
of the highway patrol. The stations are primarily concerned
with evaluating each applicant's knowledge of laws related to
highway safety as well as the applicant's ability to operate
a vehicle safely. In addition to administering examinations
and issuing new vehicle operators licenses, driver licensing
includes the renewal of existing licenses and the recording-
monitoring of limitations and sanctions placed upon existing
licenses.

Five functions of the driver licensing program are:
(1) Administrating Driver Licensing Programs; (2) Automobile
Driver License Examining; (3) Motorcycle Operator License
Examining; (4) Processing License's; and (5) Analyzing Drivers
for Improvement (see Figure 5).

ADMINISTRATING DRIVER LICENSING PROGRAMS

The function of administrating driver licensing programs
consists of planning and coordinating the daily work flow of
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Figure 5. Functions of Driver Licensing
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examinations and processing licenses in the license examining
station. Administrating the program includes supervision and
training of station personnels supervising license record
keeping, interpretation of licensing rules and regulations
to the station staff and general public, and designing and
modifying road test routes used for examinations. Preparation
of periodic reports and annual budgets are elements of adminis-
trating the licensing programs, as is the responsibility for
certifying that fairness and objectivity are carried out during
examining procedures.

In the same way that the functional area of highway traffic
safety program administration is divided into departments of
planning, evaluation, liaison, and public information, the
administration of driver licensing programs is responsible
for similar activities or program elements in the licensing
division. The administration coordinates with the office of
the governor's highway safety representative and is responsible
for securing the finances to operationalize all aspects of
driver licensing.

Administrating driver licensing programs makes a signifi-
cant contribution to highway traffic safety by ensuring that
the licensing station personnel are fair and objective in
screening individual applicants for operator licenses in order
that only qualified drivers are allowed to operate vehicles
on the nation's highways.

The function of administrating driver licensing programs
was observed in a western capital city under the job title,
"Manager, Department of Motor Vehicles," and in a midwestern
capital city as a function of the state highway patrol.
Throughout the country there are many variations in the
administration of the driver licensing programs, but in
general the duties are similar whether the administrator is
in the bureau of motor vehicles, the highway patrol, or some
other division of the state government.

AUTOMOBILE DRIVER LICENSE EXAMINING

The function of automobile driver license examining is
concerned primarily with supervising automobile driver license
applicants through a written examination and a road test.
The written examination is usually required to obtain a learner's
permit for use in gaining driving experience prior to taking
the road test. This test consists of examinig the applicant's
knowledge of traffic laws and regulations, identification of
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road sign:;, and to:;ting of visual competence for drivin9.
The second half of the driver license examination, the road
test, requires the applicant to perform a series of driving
maneuvers on a designated course or driving range. The
maneuvers generally consist of acknowledging traffic signals,
performing maneuvers, including parking procedures. Use of
standard testing guidelines, designated by the state and
recommended by NHTSA, determine the qualification of the
applicant.

Conducting vision tests, reviewing of past driving records
and verifying current vehicle insurance, are also duties of
the automobile driver license examining function.

Automobile driver license examining contributes to high-
way traffic safety by screening driver license applicants
and denying driving privileges to unsafe or unqualified
drivers.

The function of automobile driver license examining was
observed in a western capital city under the job title,
"Driver License Examiner," and in a midwestern capital city by
the state highway patrol.

MOTORCYCLE OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINING

Motorcycle operator license examining is similar to
automobile driver license examining in that the administering
of a driving test is the primary responsibility. In most
states that require a motorcycle operating license, the
written test is the same as the automobile driver license
test. This allows the motorcycle operator license examination
to concentrate on the road test, leaving the responsibility
for the written test to those responsible for the automobile
driver license examining function.

The actual driving test may take place on a specially
constructed driving course, in a parking lot, or on a lightly-
traveled street, Pre-examination of the applicant's motor-
cycle and safety equipment is required before beginning the
road test. The examination consists of the applicant's
maneuvering through a series of starts, stops, turns, signals,
and safety movements. Performance on the test is rated by
using standard testing guidelines recommended by NHTSA and
designated by the state.
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Motorcycle operator license examining, not unlike driver
license examining, contributes to highway traffic safety
by screening motorcycle license applicants and denying driving
privileges to unsafe or unqualified drivers. The rapid increase
in the number of motorcycles on the highways--from 660,400 in
1962 to 3,787,000 in 1972--has created a demand for screening
motorcycle operators (NSC, 1973).

The function of motorcycle operator license examining
was observed in a midwestern capital city under the job title,
"Motorcycle License Examiner," under the administration of the
state highway patrol.

PROCESSING LICENSES

The function of processing licenses begins with the
issuing of temporary learner's permits and continues through
issuing licenses, renewals, transfers, and occasionally,
suspensions of driving privileges.

The record keeping system is of vital importance to the
function of processing licenses. Tabulation of expiration
dates for learner's permits and licenses, transfer of driving
records from other states, and accumulation of driving viola-
tions of individual drivers, are all kept in the license bureau's
records of all drivers.

Processing licenses contributes to highway traffic safety
by providing information as to the identification of the drivers
and the validity of an individual driver's license, thus pro-
viding enforcement agencies a basis for suspending or restrict-
ing driving privileges of unqualified drivers. It also provides
a statistical basis for planning other highway traffic safety
programs.

Processing licenses was observed in a western capital
city under the job titles "Clerk," "Typist," and "Cashier,"
driver license bureau. In a midwestern capital city, the
record keeping was found to be a function of the license
bureau, but the actual processing of the licenses was being
performed by a private automotive association, under a sub-
contract from the license bureau. In a western state the
processing of licenses is handled almost exclusively through
a mailing procedure from one state agency location in the
capital
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ANALYZING DRIVERS FOR IMPROVEMENT

The function of analyzing drivers for improvement is
responsible for determining the existance of physical or mental
defects, disabilities, or deficiencies in problem drivers,
and for recommending appropriate restrictions or conditions
of probation in cases where the problems affect the individual's
safe driving. In some cases, withdrawal of driving privileges
may be required to eliminate negligent, incompetent, and
physically or mentally handicapped drivers from the highway.

Analysis of the competency of the driver is determined
through several processes, including: research into the
driver's past driving performance by analyzing the individual's
driving records; personal interviews with the driver to ascer-
tain his driving attitudes, abilities, and disabilities; and
consultation with physicians and medical and social agencies
which may be able to provide additional information on the
driver being analyzed. Alcoholics Anonymous, state boards
of health, and various state record systems are examples of
some of the agencies that may be contacted for information
and provide assistance in fulfilling this function. These
same agencies may assist in the rehabilitation of the driver,
when analysis of the driver deems it necessary.

The major goals of the driver improvement program as
stated by the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administra-
tors include:

To improve the attitudes and driving performances
of drivers who, because of traffic violations and/or
accident involvement, are known to constitute a
hazard on the highways; and to instill in those
drivers the will to better their driving practices.

To determine whether problem drivers suffer from
physical and mental deficiencies, the extent of
such deficiencies, and the ways they affect the
safe operation of motor vehicles.

To apply appropriate restrictions, or to use the
device of 'deferred action,' when drivers suffer
from physical or mental conditions that do not
appear to preclude safe driving.

To eliminate from the highways, the unsafe, incom-
petent, and physically or mentally unqualified
driver by refusing to license him or by withdraw-
ing his driving privilege (NHTSA, 1973).
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Analyzinu drivers for improvement contributes to highway
traffic safety by attempting to improve the attitudes and
drivin9 performances of drivers known to be hazardous on the
highway; and by restricting or suspending the driving privilouos
of those drivers known to be unsafe, incompetent, or unqualified.

The function of analyzing drivers for improvement was
observed in a western capital city under the job title "Driver
Improvement Analyst." However, driver improvement should not
be confused wit!i pre-sentence investigation, which may be similar
in nature but is a function of the court system; while analyzing
drivers for improvement is a function of driver licensing.
The function of driver improvement analysis may also be perform-
ed in the fun,:tional areas of police traffic services and
driver and traffic safety education. In each case, the overall
objective remains the same regardless of the agency or group
responsible for conducting the function.
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MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION

INTRODUCTION

When there were few roads, few automobiles, and few drivers,
there was no apparent need for motor vehicle registration and
inspection. After World War I, automobile thefts increased
with the popularity and necessity of automobile ownership,
thus bringing about a need for identification of ownership.
As highways improved and speed limits were raised, the need
for ensuring the safety of vehicles developed. Currently,
with more than 121 million vehicles operated by over 118
million licensed drivers over 1.25 trillion miles (NSC, 1973),
the need for motor vehicle registration and inspection becomes
obvious.

Motor 'Allele registration and inspection provides the
service of identification and ownership of vehicles and the
assurance that vehicles meet the minimum safety inspection
standards. It also makes available pertinent data for
accident and injury causation research, and safety program
planning and development. NHTSA has described a four-year
study, 1968-71, which indicated that twenty-four percent of
all accidents involving heavy vehicles were the fault of
defects in the braking system ("News . . .," 1973).

Standards one and two of the Highway Safety Act of 1966
provide guidelines and laws governing the state motor vehicle
registration and inspection programs. Five functions of motor
vehicle registration and inspection are: (1) Administrating
Motor Vehicle Registratioa and Inspection, (2) Monitoring Motor
Vehicle Inspection Stations, (3) Inspecting Motor Vehicles and
Motorcycles, (4) Motor Vehicle Registration and Title Process-
ing, and (5) Recording and Maintaining Records (see Figure 6).

ADMINISTRATING MOTOR VEHICLE
REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION

The function of administrating motor vehicle registration
and inspection provides leadership direction in all areas of
the program, including: monitoring motor vehicle inspection
stations, inspecting motor vehicles and motorcycles, motor
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Figure 6. Functions of Motor Vehicle Registration
and Inspection
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vehicle registration and title processing, and recording and
maintaining records.

The responsibilities of the function usually include
planning and updating vehicle registration and inspection pro-
grams, developing and implementing policies, staffing and
personnel development, drafting legislation and preparing
recommendations for the governor, maintaining public relations,
interpreting federal and state highway safety laws, and per-
forming liaisons between federal and state government and local
registration and inspection programs. Other responsibilities
of administr,-;tinq motor vehicle registration and inspection
usually include licensing and certification of personnel,
securing finds and preparing budgets for the program, providing
periodic reports, and testing and approving new equipment to
be used in registration and inspection of vehicles.

Administrating the program contributes to highway traffic
safety by providing the leadership and coordination necessary
to ensure that local motor vehicle registration and inspection
rules and regulations are compatible with federa?_ and state
highway safety laws and needs.

Performance of this function was observed in a western
capital city under the job title "Registrar of Motor Vehicles,"
and in a midwestern capital city under jurisdiction of the
state highway patrol. In some states, motor vehicle regis-
tration and inspection are within one department, while in
others there exist two separate bureaus.

MONITORING MOTOR VEHICLE
INSPECTION STATIONS

States requiring periodic motor vehicle inspection have
either state owned, or privately owned but state sanctioned
motor vehicle inspection stations. These stations may be
monitored periodically or at random, depending on the state
program for safety inspection.

Monitoring the inspection station involves checking
personnel, equipment, and procedures for compliance with state
laws covering possession and condition of safety inspection
equipment and facilities, certification and competence of
personnel performing inspections, and proper utilization of
safety inspection forms and procedures. A compl4t0d checklist
noting adequacies and deficiencies of the station in any of
the three areas mentioned, along recommendations for improvement,
suspension, or revocation of the inspection license, is sent
to the state body governing motor vehicle inspection.
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The monitoring of motor vehicle iimpection L.i.cn
contributes to hi(jhway traffic safety by ensuring that inspec-
tion of all motor vehicles adheres to the safety standards
specified by NHTSA and the i.ndividual state. It thus attempts
to keep unsafe vehicles oft the highways.

Observation of this function being performed in a mid-
western city identified the job title, "Supervisor, Motor
Vehicle Inspection Stations." In other states, this function
is performed by membt)rs of the state highway patrol.

1-4614:CTING MOTOR VEHICLES AND MOTc,RCYCLES

When inspecting motor vehicles and motorcycles period-
ically, a thorough inspection for compliance with state
standards is performed on the safety components of the motor
vehicle, aided by federal and state guidelines and state-
approved testing equipment. These safety components include
lights, mirrors, horns, windshield wipers and glazing, body
and sheet metal, tires and wheels, exhaust systems, brakes,
steering and suspension, and any other safety features required
to be inspected by that particular state or municipality.

Some states also employ random vehicle inspection programs.
During 1971, some 2,000 motorists were arrested and their cars
impounded when the autos failed to meet minimum standards
after being stopped by Ohio State police. In California,
safety inspections are usually made anytime a vehicle is stopped
by police ("How California . . .," 1972). Random motor vehicle
inspection is usually performed at temporary roadside sites,
whereas periodic inspection is performed in motor vehicle
inspection stations. Random inspection may implement a much
less extensive program of inspection when certain testing
equipment cannot be transported to temporary sites. A check-
list is followed for inspection and recommendations for repairs
or adjustments and certification of approval or rejection are
issued for the vehicle and reported to the state vehicle
licensing, policing and/or central highway records agencies.

The purpose of inspecting motor vehicles and motorcycles
is to have dangerous or unsafe vehicles repaired or removed
from the highway.

In a small midwestern city, observation of the inspection
of motor vehicles came under the job title, "Motor Vehicle
inspector," and in a large midwestern capital city under the
jurisdiction of the state highway patrol.
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MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND
TITLE PROCESSING

The tune; t ion of motor vehicle registration and Li Li
pr ocessing i.n wolves both recording the title of ownership Of
a motor veiti c le and periodically registering it with the

agency m-csponsible for motor vehicle regulation. The
re sponsibili -t ..es of motor vehicle registration and title
processing i.n 1 1e cc'llecting and recording information concern-

the type nd size of vehicle, year, manufacturer, and
ma..c3clol the vehicle, and information about the owner, con-si ting of na rue and address and any other information deemed
ne -essary by -t-he state agency. After receiving adequate
in formation, specific duties of the function include completing
re,gistration nd title applications, approving or denying
aplications z_.-iccording to state standards, collection of reg-
is --tration or -r=itle fees, and issuing transfers or new certif-
ictes of title, and certificates of registration and license
pl tes or renwal tags.

The funa -ion of motor vehicle registration and title
prc=eessing car-itributes to highway traffic safety by making
available pertinent data concerning numbers and types of
vesicles registered for use in accident and in causation
re search, and for highway safety planning in development of
hihway facil i_ties and safety programs. In cases where vehicle
reistration and licensing requires a vehicle safety inspection,
ern-t=hasis is p faced on certifying only mechanically safe vehicles
fo.- highway as=>eration.

Motor vel-iicle registration and title processing was
oberved beinc..3 performed in a western capital city under the
job titles "Rgisiration Assistant," "Cashier," and "Clerk."
Ma y states t.:173at register all vehicles at one time each year,
en 1st the services of private companies and organizations
in order to assist them in registration and issuing of license
ply test while some states allow mail-in registration renewal.

RECORDING AND MAINTAINING RECORDS

The func t ion of recording and maintaining records con-
si is of keeping updated records and files of motor vehicle
reistrations vehicle title applications and certificates,

certifica-es of inspection approvals. The data from
thse records in turn is submitted to a central records
sYterft for use by state agencies and enforcement divisions.
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Addition:1 and reviuiem; in applicatiows and cerLiii.eat pro-
vide accurate and recent data for the record systems.

'Phi :-; function contribui-es to highway traffic safety by
making available vehicle and driver data that is both a,.:curate
and relative for use in planning highway safety programs,
accounting- for vehicles on the roadway, and for use by ',.liforce-
ment personnel in identifying vehicles and lrivers involved
in accidents, thutto, etc.

"Clerk T.Alist," and "Records Analyst" were the job titles
given to pernee of this function as observed in a western
capital city.
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DRIVER NW TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Driver an() traffic safety education, as described in the
National Hdu(lqtion Association's publication, Policies and Prac-
tices for DrLvor and Traffic Safety Education (1964), is defined
as: "Loarnin() experiences provided by the school for the pur-
pose of holpinq ntudents to become good traffic citizens and to
use motor vehicles safely and efficiently."

The primary objectives of driver and traffic safety edu-
cation are to:

1. Prepare students for entry into the highway traffic
system as vehicle operators with at least minimum per-
formance capabilities.

2. Equip students with knowledge and thought processes
that will enable them to make wise decisions in situ-
ations that could lead to impaired driving performance
(alcohol, drugs, fatigue, emotions, and vehicle main-
tenance.)

3. Help students acquire the insights and motivations
needed to become fully functioning operators and
responsible members of the highway traffic system
(Aaron, 1971).

Driver education began in 1932 with only six schools
offering driving courses. Today, high schools in every state
as well as adult education classes and commercial driving
schools offer courses in driver education. Many high schools
also offer courses in motorcycle safety and most elementary
schools have programs of instruction in bicycle and pedestrian
safety. It is now widely recognized that driver and traffic
safety education in the schools is one of the best ways to
teach the proper attitudes, knowledge, and skills needed for
responsible motoring citizenship.

The concern for driver and traffic safety education was
expressed in Standard 4 of the Highway Safety Act of 1966:

The Secretary shall not approve any State highway
safety program under this section which does not...
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(e) provide for comprehensive driver training pro-
grams, including (1) the initiation of a State pro-
gram for driver education in the school systems or
For the significant expansion and improvement of such
a program already in existence, to be administered by
appropriate school officials;... (2) the training of
qualified school instructors and their certification;
(3) appropriate regulations of other driver training
schools, including licensing of the schools and cer-
tification eC their instruction; (4) adult driver
training programs, and programs for the retraining
of selected drivers.

Vivo fiulctions of Driver and Traffic Safety Education are:
(1) Administrnting Driver and Traffic Safety Education Programs;
(2) Training Highway Safety Instructional Personnel; (3) Teach-
ing Automobile Driving Safety; (4) Teaching Motorcycle Safety;
and (5) Teaching Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety (See Figure 7).

ADMINISTRATING DRIVER AND TRAFPIC
SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The function of administrating driver and traffic safety
education programs involves developing and implementing program
policies and providing direction in all areas of driver and
traffic safety educaticn, including training highway safety
instructional personnel, teaching automobile and motorcycle
driving safety, and teaching bicycle and pedestrian safety.

Responsibilities of administrating driver and traffic
safety education programs at the state level consist of plan-
ning, evaluating, and updating traffic safety education pro-
grams; drafting legislation or recommending executive action to
improve the programs; and staffing and training of personnel.
Additional duties include maintaining public relations with the
news media, school systems, insurance companies, and the various
other highway traffic safety agencies, and providing liaison
between participating programs and the Office of the Governor's
Highway Traffic Safety Representative, as well as NHTSA.

On the local level, responsibilities include: providing
the opportunity for all persons of driving age to enroll in
state approved automobile or motorcycle driver education courses,
and for all school-aged children to receive instruction in
bicycle and pedestrian safety; executing state standards for
course content, teacher certification, and physical facilities
of the driver and traffic safety education programs. Other
activities involve gathering information concerning local pro-
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grams in order to identify areas in need of program development
or research attention; and maintaining adequate records for use
in statistical analysis and evaluation of programs to determine
the effects of the programs in furthering highway traffic safe-
ty. Some of the more specific duties of administration include
purchasing materials and equipment such as course guides and
driving simulators, securing state and federal funds to operate
the programs, preparing budgets, and submitting periodic or
annual reports.

Administrating driver and traffic safety education programs
makes a signilil-Ltrt contribution to highway traffic safety by
providing the leadership and coordination essential to imple-
menting a soccr,ssful program, and by assuring that local pro-
grams meet th,! requirements of state and federal standards.

Performance of this function was observed in a large west-
ern city under the job title, "Supervisor of Traffic and Safety
Education," on the state level; and on the local level in a
small western city under the job title, "Supervisor of Driver
Instruction," in a local school district. The function was
also observed being performed in a metropolitan midwestern city
under the job title., "President," in a commercial driving school.

TRAINING HIGHWAY SAFETY
INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL

It is the consensus of highway safety experts
that it is the human element of the highway trans-
portation system which needs the greatest attention
to .improve highway safety, in terms of better driver
education and training programs (NHTSA, 1972).

Adequate training of highway traffic safety instructional per-
sonnel enhances the probability that students in all phases of
driver and traffic safety education will receive sufficient
instruction in order to meet the qualifications of driving on
the nation's streets and highways.

Both classroom preparation and behind-the-wheel driving
instruction are included in the training of highway safety
instructional personnel. Emphasized in the classroom are laws
and regulations of driver education, basic driving fundamentals,
defensive driving, and vehicle maintenance. Closed circuit
television, films, tapes, charts, driving simulators, and train-
ing manuals are utilized in instructing personnel.

Various instructional methods to be employed in teaching
future students are emphasized. The behind-the-wheel instruction
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consist:,; 1)1 driving in tilt- presence of a licen:wd instructor
or ol:iouving .i student. be,ng taught by u Licensed instructor,
Lo reaLi.A0 the offectivonez:1:: of various Leaching methods. The
Leach-back me thud, requiring the student to teach the instruc-
tor can be a valuable clement of the behind-the-wheel instruc-
tion. It also assists the teacher in the actual student in-
struction for various phases of driver education including auto-
mobile, motorcycle, and school bus driving instruction. The
preparation of curriculum, conducting of research in driver edu-
cation, program evaluation, and reviewing and revising courses
arc also responsildlities within the training function. An
additional element in many programs is the training of instruc-
tional personnel who in turn will teach the handicapped.

The training of highway traffic safety instructional per-
sonnel makes a significant contribution to the overall highway
safety proqram by providing trained instructors for teaching
students to be better and safer drivers.

The function of training highway traffic safety instruc-
tional personnel was observed on a southwestern university cam-
pus under the job title, "Professor, Driver Education"; in a
metropolitan midwestern city under the job title, "Teacher
Trainer" in a commercial driving school; on a midwestern univer-
sity campus under the job title, "Instructor, Motorcycle Safety";
and in a small midwestern city under the job title, "Instructor,
Bus Driving Trainer."

TEACHING AUTOMOBILE DRIVING SAFETY

The need for adequate teaching in automobile driving safety
becomes very apparent when one considers that

It is estimated that the human element is respon-
sible for 80-85 percent of all traffic accidents.
Driving responsibilities and skills have increased
as the highway transportation system has become
more complex and crowded (Daugherty, et al., 1971).

It is obvious that even a small improvement in driver skills
and attitudes will have a major impact on reducing the number
of traffic accidents.

Automobile driving safety has two teaching areas; class-
room and laboratory instruction. Teaching in the classroom
involves instruction in the identification and purpose of signs
and laws of the highways; the legal and financial responsibili-
ties of driving; the operation, control, and maneuvering of an
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automobile under various road, weather, and traffic conditions;
defensive driving; and the importance of automobile safety com-
ponents and personal driving habits. Laboratory teaching re-
quires putting into practice the theories of operation, control,
and maneuvering of automobiles under a variety of road, weather,
and traffic conditions. Quizzes, films, and driving simulators
area used in aiding classroom instruction, while dual-control
automobiles are sometimes used in the laboratory phase.

Teaching automobile driving safety contributes to highway
traffic safety by providing adequate instruction in exposing
students to traffic laws and driving conditions which can help
them become better and safer drivers.

Performance of the function of teaching automobile driving
safety was observed in a far western city in a public school
system under the job title, "Teacher, Driver Education," and in
a metropolitan midwestern city in a commercial driving school
under the job title, "Driving Instructor. Also, several spe-
cial emphasis programs in driver education were observed. In
a midwestern university, driver education was observed being
taught to physically handicapped students; in a large southern
city elements of defensive driving were being taught under the
direction of the National Safety Council; and in another southern
city the driver education teaching assiEtantis program was
stressed.

TEACHING MOTORCYCLE SAFETY

Standard 3 of the 1966 Highway Safety Act has listed as its
number one objective, "to provide for education and training in
the proper and safe operation of a motorcycle" (FHA, 1969, p.2).
The increased number of registered motorcycles on the nation's
highways (from 595,669 in 1961 to 3,787,000 in 1972) has added
problems to the already complex traffic situation, and has
warranted a program of motorcycle safety education. More than
fifty percent of motorcycle crashes involve operators with less
than two years of motorcycle driving experience. This suggests
that education and training are needed to prepare drivers for
the initial period of motorcycle operation (FHA, 1969).

Typcally motorcyclists sustain severe injuries in motor-
cycle accidents (Potter, 1973). Therefore, teaching motorcycle
safety emphasizes defensive driving in the classroom portion of
the program. Primary objectives of classroom teaching include
aiding the student in understanding motorcycle laws and regula-
tions, acquiring a knowledge of the mechanical operation and
maintenance of motorcycles, developing adequate manipulative
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skills to avoid accidents, and identifying safety hazards unique
to motorcycle operation. Utilization of films, quizzes, and
driving simulators assist in teaching motorcycle safety in the
classroom.

In the laboratory, motorcycle safety students are taught
oporat'ionat techniques such as starting and stopping the motor-
1:ycle; up-shifting and down-shifting; manuevering the motor-
cycle; riding with a passenger and in groups; and advancing to
driving under i varioty of environmental conditions including
road conditions, weather conditions, and traffic conditions.

Teaching mr)torcycle safety contributes to highway traffic
safety by developing better informed, trained, and safety-moti-
vated motorcycie operators.

The function of teaching motorcycle safety was observed in
a southern university under the job title, "Professor, Motor-
cycle Safety." However, the function is also performed in many
public school driver education systems and in commercial driving
schools under the job title, "Instructor, Motorcycle Safety."

TEACHING BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

The teaching of bicycle and pedestrian safety is often a
part of the school curriculum primarily for children in kinder-
garten through third grade. Children five to fourteen years of
age are the predominant victims of bicycle and pedestrian acci-
dents. Two out of three bicycle riders killed or injured in
collisions with automobiles have violated a traffic or safety
rule (Calvin, 1973). This emphasizes the need for early devel-
opment of safety habits in pedestrians and bicyclists.

Through oicycic and pedestrian safety instruction, students
are taught basic traffic laws and regulations for motorists,
pedestrians, and bicyclists, including identification of traffic
signs, obedience to traffic control devices, and adherence to
safety rules for both pedestrians and bicyclists.

Pedestrian safety rules include knowing when, where, and
how to cross streets; wearing proper clothing when walking day
or night; and being familiar with laws and ordinances related
to highway traffic safety. Bicycle safety rules include knowing
when, where, and how to ride a bicycle safely; having proper
safety equipment on the bicycle and in personal clothing, and
the proper signaling for safe riding.

Teaching bicycle and pedestrian safety contributes to high-
way traffic safety by building an awareness of its importance in
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children :;() that they may take precautions and follow safety
rules to help prevent bicycle and pedestrian accidents.

horlormanco of the t-eachiny bicycic an0 pedestrian safety
fonction w;is el)!;ervod in a midwestern capital city school sys-
tem under the job title, "Elementary Teacher." However, it is
a basic responsibility of parents to assist the schools in
teaching bicycle and pedestrian safety.
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PLIES-DOAN SAFETY

INTRODUCTION

Pedestrian safety is an important component in today's high-
way traffic safety programs. The need for such concern is evi-
dent in that almost 20 percent of traffic deaths each year, 10,700
in total, are pedestrian deaths (NSC, 1973). The current empha-
sis is in Contrast to the mid-1930's when most traffic regula-
tions were aimed toward drivers, and forty percent of all traffic
fatalities were pedestrians (AAA, 1965a).

Highway Safety Program Standard 14, Pedestrian Safety, re-
quires that each state in cooperation with its political sub-
divisions, develop and implement a program to insure the safety
of pedestrians of all ages (FHA, 1969). Each statewide program
should provide:

1. A continuing inventory of pedestrian-motor vehicle acci-
dents.

2. operational procedures for improving the protection of
pedestrians.

3. The means for familiarizing drivers with pedestrian
problems.

4. Facilities for training and educating the public as to
safe pedestrian behavior.

5. A safety plan ...Limed at protecting school children.

6. Guidelines for establishing and enforcing traffic reg-
ulations aimed at reducing vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.

7. Periodic evaluation of traffic safety programs.

Before Standard 14 had been issued, all 50 states had leg-
islation which enabled communities to enact and enforce pedes-
trian control regulations. Unfortunately, some of these state
regulations had never been reviewed or updated since their in-
ception and relatively few were enforced to any extent (AAA,
1965a). Even since the issuance of Standard 14 in 1969, many
communities have yet to review, update, and enforce their pedes-
trian safety programs to conform with federal recommendations.
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The purpose of the federal pedestrian safety program is to
reduce the incidence of vehicle-pedestrian collisions and the
resulting injuries; and to emphasize and stimulate recognition
of pedestrian safety as an integral, constant, and important
element of community planning and of all aspects of highway
transportation (FA, 1969). In some localities, environmental
improvements at designed pedestrian crossings have resulted in
substantial reductions in pedestrian-vehicular accidents ("Cliant
Signals...," 1972).

Two functions that are vital to implementing the pedestrian
safety progr,im are Administrating Pedestrian Safety Programs and
Guarding Pedestrian Crossings (see Figure 8) .

ADMINISTRATING PEDESTRIAN SAFETY PROGRAMS

The function of administrating pedestrian safety programs
involves developing and implementing program policies and pro-
viding direction in all areas of pedestrian safety for both
school children and the general public.

The overall responsibilities of administrating pedestrian
safety programs consist of planning, evaluating, and updating
pedestrian safety programs; drafting legislation or recommending
executive action to improve the programs; staffing and training
personnel; maintaining public relations with the news media,
police traffic services, and school systems; and providing liai-
son between those participating in the program and the Office of
the Governor's Highway Traffic Safety Representative's Office,
as well as NHTSA.

On the local level, responsibilities include investigation
of intersections to determine which need crossing guards or
traffic signals; working in cooperation with schools, parents,
police, and traffic engineering departments in coordination with
the pedestrian safety program; and training, evaluating, and up-
dating personnel guarding pedestrian crossings. Some of the more
specific duties of local pedestrian safety administration include
purchasing materials and equipment, securing state and federal
funds to operate the program, and preparing budgets and periodic
or annual reports.

Administrating pedestrian safety programs contributes sig-
nificantly to highway traffic safety by (1) providing the leader-
ship and coordination essential to implementing a successful pro-
g:_am, and (2) by assuring that local traffic rules and regula-
tions concerning pedestrian safety are compatible with federal
and tatstat4 laws and recommendations.
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Various job titles are given to the function of adminis-
trating pedestrian safety programs. Observation revealed the
different titles: "State Director of Pedestrian Safety," in a
large ea:;Lern city; and "School Crossing Guard Coordinator" and
"Traffic Supervisor," in a metropolitan western city. This
function is also performed in police departments under the job
titles, "Traffic Division Commander," "Divisional Traffic Super-
visor," or "Chief of Police."

On the local level, most crossing guard programs are organ-
ized and administered by the police department. Such programs
require close cooperation among school authorities, the police
department, and traffic engineers. To be most effective, the
program should be administered by a single agency (Wantoch, 1971).

GUARDING PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

The primary responsibility of guarding pedestrian crossings
is to assist pedestrians in crossing streets safely. Most guarded
pedestrian crossings appear in school areas. This is because
youngsters under fifteen years of age dominate the overall pedes-
trian accident picture. The annual toll of 2,800 child pedestrian
deaths represents only about one-fourth of all pedestrian deaths;
but of the 150,000 pedestrians injured each year, one-half
(75,000) of them are youngsters under fifteen. One out of every
five (15,000) are struck while on the way to or from school, and
93 percent of these are struck at locations where no special
school crossing protection, such as safety patrols, adult cross-
ing guards, or signals is provided (Calvin, 1973).

Crossing guard duties include conducting and directing pedes-
trians safely across streets at designated crosswalks, taking
advantage of breaks in traffic flow, recording and reporting
license numbers and description of vehicles failing to stop on
signal or deliberately violating traffic laws, reporting damaged
or malfunctioning crossing signs or signals, and caring for per-
sons injured while crossing the street and filing reports des-
cribing the circumstances involved in the accident.

Guarding pedestrian crossings makes a significant contri-
bution to highway safety by assisting pedestrians in safely
crossing streets to prevent vehicle-pedestrian collisions and
to reduce traffic deaths and injuries.

In a metropolitan western city the function of guarding
pedestrian crossings was observed being performed under the job
title "School Crossing Guard," under the jurisdiction of the
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city police department. These guards were adults, consisting
of housewives, college students, retired persons, and other
part-timu workers. However, in many other locales, guarding
pedc:;trian crossings is performed by police traffic patrolmen,
usually during peak traffic periods at busy intersections; and
by school children participating in school safety patrol pro-
grams and guarding intersections near their schools.



TRAFFIC COURT SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

Standard 7 of the Highway Safety Act of 1966 provided guide-
lines for the establishment and operation of the traffic court
systems. In 1966 there ware approximately 100 million licensed
drivers in t!lo United States, to which more than 30 million traf-
fic citations were issued. Of those 30 million, approximately
18 million were issued for illegal parking and nonmoving viola -
tions, while the other 12 million were for serious moving viola-
tions. Of the 12 million citations for serious moving viola-
tions, roughly five million were taken care of out of court by
paying a fine and waivering a court decision. The other seven
million required traffic court appearances (ASE', 1968).

Today, there are more than 118 million licensed drivers
in the United States (NSC, 1973), an almost 20 percent increase
since 1966. A similar increase in traffic court cases has
warranted a stricter adherence to NHTSA recommendations cover-
ing traffic court systems as promulgated in Standard 7. The
following program elemen.;s should be considered in the review,
analysis, and evaluation of a traffic court system (FHA, 1969):

1. All individuals charged with moving hazardous traf-
fic violations should be required to appear in court.

2. Traffic courts should be financially independent
of any fee systems, fines, costs, or other revenues
produced from processing violations of traffic laws.

3. The availability of court services should be expanded
for a better administration of justice for alleged
law offenders.

4. efforts to achieve greater uniformity in business
administration should be undertaken.

5. Uniform rules governing court procedure in traffic
cases should be adopted.

6. Manuals and guides for court administration, pro-
cedures, and accounting should be developed and dis-
tributed to all courts having traffic case jurisdic-
tion.
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Tho purpose of the traffic court system is to provide
guidelines designed to promote greater uniformity of legisla-
tion, court rnies, and judicial docisions, as well as on!;uring
advancement of prompt and impartial adjudication of proceed-
ings involvinu alleged violators of traffic laws (FHA, 1q(,9).

Pour funeLions of the traffic court system are: (1) Admin-
ist.raLing Adjudication Systems; (2) Adjudication of Traffic
offon:;es; (3) Proocuting/Defending Traffic Court Cases; and
(4) rroh.it iruj Trirfic Offenders (See Figure 9) .

AOMINISTRATING ADJUDICATION SYSTEMS

The function of administrating adjudication systems in-
volves managing the court; developing and implementing court
procedure policies, including assignment of personnel and
space, and preparation of court documents; and providing assis-
tance and direction in all areas of the court system, including
adjudicating, prosecuting, defending, recording, and probation
of cases.

The responsibilities of administrating adjudication systems
consist of planning, evaluating, and updating court procedures;
investigation of complaints with respect to the operation of
the courts in order to make appropriate recommendations for
drafting legislation or executive action to improve the system;
providing assistance to and training for personnel within the
court system, including judges, attorneys, recorders, and sec-
retaries; and providing liaison between the courts and law en-
forcement agencies, traffic records systems, social service
agencies, the office of the governor's highway traffic safety
representative, and NHTSA.

Some of the specific duties of the administrating function
are purchasing court equipment and materials, staffing all seg-
ments of the traffic court systems, and preparing budgets and
annual reports as well as compiling data and publishing judi-
cial statistics for access by the public and news media. The
administrator is also responsible for the recording and followup
of sanction; rendered by the court. This requires maintaining
and updating traffic court records and communicating with agen-
cies as to eecute the imposed sanctions.

Administrating adjudication systems contributes to highway
traffic safety by providing the leadership and coordination
essential to implementing a successful traffic court system for
use in conjunction with other highway safety programs, and by
assuring that court procedures are compatible with federal and
state standards for traffic court systems.
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Perii.rm,ifice or the function of administrating adjudication
systym wo:i ohscrved in a northwestern capital city under the
}oh titl, "Coul:t Administrator" and "Clerk oC Courts." How-
ever, on the state. level the function is performed under the
job titles, "State Traffic Court Coordinator" or "Administrator."

ADJMICATION OF TRAFFIC OFFENSES

The fun ion of adjudicating traffic offenses involves
presiding over the traffic court, rendering decisions involving
traffic off.,,se cases, and applying appropriate standards in
determining p(malties and rehabilitative measure in each case.

Adjudication of traffic offenses requires hearing testimony
from both the prosecution and the defense. The extent of testi-
Mony depends to some degree on the seriousness of the offense.
For example, in less serious offenses such as excessive speed
or failure to yield the right of way, testimony may consist of
no more than a report on the defendant's driving history, a
statement by the arresting officer, and a plea by the defendant.
However, in more serious traffic offenses such as drunk driving
or vehicular homicide, presentations by prosecuting and defense
attorneys, preliminary investigations by the court, statements
by witnesses and the arresting officer(s) and examination of
evidence, may all be heard and considered before reaching a ver-
dict in each case.

Some of the conditions to be considered in adjudication of
traffic offenses are the indigency or financial status of the
defendant, the admissability and relevance of evidence, the
defendant's history of traffic law violations and convictions,
and the accurate interpretation of existing traffic laws and
regulations.

Imposing sanctions on defendants found to be guilty con-
sists of assessing fines, suspension of driving privileges,
imprisonment, probation, or referral to an agency such as a
driver improvement school or an alcohol rehabilitation agency.

The function of adjudication of traffic offenses contri-
butes to highway traffic safety both by imposing sanctions on
traffic law violators aimed at restricting or improving their
driving hahits, and by acting as a deterrent to potential traf-
fic law offenders.

Adjudication of traffic offenses was observed in a north-
western capital city under the job titles, "Municipal Judge"
and "Traffic Court Judge." However, in many areas the function
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is pt's-termed under the job titles, "Hearing Orlicer" or "Referee."
in Hie more serious traffic cages such as vehicul.:4E homicide,
leavieg ihe :+1_1110 of an aecidont, or driving white in
d jury or throe-judge Ninel may be involved in the adjudication
funotion.

PROSECUTING/DEFENDING TRAFFIC COURT CASES

The function of prosecuting and defending traffic court
eases is primarily involved in the adjudication of major traf-
lie offenses, sech as driving while intoxicated, leaving the
eceno of an aeeident, or vehicular homicide.

responsibilities of prosecuting and defending traffic
c.aurt cases require possessing a thorough knowledge of traffic
laws; colleeting and reviewing all available evidence including
police reports, physical evidence, and testimony from witnesses;
reviewing the evidence in light of existing traffic laws; con-
gultinq with other attorneys c- legal sources; and appearing in
court to present evidence and interrogate defendants and wit-
nesses. fn some cases, filing appeals may follow the adjudica-
tion of the offense.

The prosecutor's responsibility does not end with
the presentation of cases in court. As a principal
law enforcement officer of his district or community,
he has the obligation to help shape enforcement
policyIle is in a position to know whether the laws
are adequate (Reeder, 1972).

The same can be said of those defending as well as prosecuting
cases.

It is the duty of prosecuting and defending attorneys
to guard against the introduction of incompetent evi-
dence. It is their duties to present all available
evidence tending to aid in ascertaining the truth. The
state is just as intensely interested in the acquittal
of the innocent as it is in the conviction of the guilty
(Reeder, 1972),

Prosecuting and defending traffic court cases contribute
to highway traffic safety by attempting to bring the truth
before the court in a common effort to make law enforcement an
effective means of deterring traffic violations.

The function of prosecuting and defending traffic court
cases was observed in a small New England city under the job
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titles, "Prosecutor," and "Defense Attorney." However, in minor
traffic cases the defendant himself may perform this function.

PROBATING TRAFFIC OFFENDERS

Most probatir,n of traffic offenders exists only in sen-
tencing violatol:-, of major traffic offenses, such as driving
while intoxicac,,d, leaving the scene of an accident, or vehicu-
lar homicide. However, probation is sometimes applied to sen-
tencing of hobiLual traffic law violators who are considered
hazardous drivers.

The responsibilities of probation include being present in
court Lo receive the defendant after sentencing; maintaining
and updating probating records of each client in order to in-
form the court of individual adherence to the terms of the pro-
bation; periodically meeting with and counseling the client to
discuss terms of the probation and any personal problems affect-
ing the probation; and communicating with other agencies in-
volved in the probation. These include enforcement agencies
and social agencies such as Alcoholics Anonymous which may
assist in the probation of persons convicted of driving while
intoxicated.

Probating traffic offenders contributes to highway traffic
safety by regulating or limiting the driving patterns of per-
sons known to be hazardous to highway safety.

Performance of the function of probating traffic offenders
was observed in a large southern city under the job title, "Pro-
bation Officer." However. in other locales the function may be
performed under the titles, "Pre-Sentence Investigator," "Case
Worker" or "Social Worker."
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the functional area of accident investiga-
tion is to establish a uniform, comprehensive motor vehicle
traffic accident investigation program for gathering informa-
tion on motor vehicle traffic accidents and associated deaths,
injuries, &nä property damage.

The federal government estimates that on an average day
Cour persons are injured every minute and one person is killed
every ten minutes in traffic accidents ("Making it Safer . . .,"
1972).

Motor vehicle crash data is one of the four major divisions
of data provided to the traffic records system (other data
sources are drivers, vehicles, and highways) (NHTSA, 1972).

These data are then outlined into the traffic records
system for use in planning, evaluating, and furthering highway
safety program goals.

In May, 1972, the Secretary of Transportation issued
Highway Safety Program Standard 18, Accident Investigation and
Reporting. The standard established laws and guidelines con-
cerning procedures of investigation and accident reports to
be filed. The functional area of accident investigation includes
the following three functions: (1) Identifying, Collecting,
and Recording Traffic Accident Data; (2) Reporting Traffic
Accident Data; and (3) Reconstructing Traffic Accidents (see
Figure 10) .

ADMINISTRATING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

The function of administering accident investigation in-
volves developing and implementing policies and providing
direction in all areas of the accident investigation program,
including: identifying, collecting, and recording traffic
accident data; reporting traffic accident data; and recon-
structing traffic accidents.
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Figure 10. Functions of Accident Investigation
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The responsibilities of administrating accident investiga-
tion consist of planning, evaluating, and updating accident
invt,:iLigation programs, drafting legislation or recommending
executive action to improve the programs, starring and train-
ing personnel, providing liaison between the program and users,
and supporting agencies of the program. These include other
official highway traffic safety agencies, enforcement agencies,
court systems, the office of the governor's highway traffic
safety representative, and NHTSA.

Some of the specific duties of accident investigation
administration are purchasing equipment; staffing all segments
of the program; preparing budgets and annual reports; securing
state and Ledc'ral funding for accident investigation programs;
and providing traffic accident information to the courts, the
news media, and the public.

The function of administrating accident investigation
contributes to highway traffic safety by providing the leader-
ship and coordination essential for implementing a successful
accident investigation program, and by assuring that operational
procedures are compatible with federal and state standards
for accident investigation programs.

The administrating of accident investigation programs was
observed in a midwestern capital city under the jurisdiction
of the state highway patrol. However, administrators in police
traffic services, insurance companies, and other agencies
executing accident investigation also perform the administrat-
ing function.

IDENTIFYING, COLLECTING, AND RECORDING
ACCIDENT DATA

Identifying, collecting, and recording accident data is
a function of accident investigation that provides information
to traffic records systems for utilization in determining
causes of traffic accidents and injuries. The function includes
the investigating and gathering of pre-crash, crash, and post-
crash data and circumstances involved in the traffic accident.
This includes data concerning the pre-crash and post-crash
conditions of the vehicles; environmental or roadway factors
such as weather and highway signs; and the condition, behavior
and extent of injury to all persons involved in the accident.

Identifying and collecting data involves searching for
factors related to causes of the accident, determin;mg the
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course of vehicles, personally interviewing principals involved
and witnesses of the accident, identifying and protecting
evidence found at: the scene, and conducting follow-up invos-
tigotion. Reeordinq data involves takinq opproprioto phot()-
oraplui 01 the occident :icene, making notol; a:: Lo extent and
type:; of injuries, measuring accident related markings, Loa-
tion of debris and details of damage. This information is then
used in preparing lield sketches and final diagrams of the
accident scene, and fr,r compiling written accident reports.

Identifying, collecting, and recording accident data
makes a significant contribution to highway safety by pro-
viding information on causal factors of traffic accidents.
This funs! ion provides a survey and analysis of complex traffic
accident situations. The information obtained can be used
in developing countermeasure programs to help reduce traffic
accidents and injuries. The multi-disciplinary approach to
accident investigation that is employed in certain localities
emphasizes injury prevention and reduction while other programs
concentrate on alcohol, intersection crashes, human factors
or vehicle factors.

Accident investigation was observed in a midwestern state
under the job title "Accident Investigation Specialist,"
within the jurisdiction of the state highway patrol. However,
this function is also performed by individuals with such job
titles as "Police Traffic Patrolman," "Insurance Claim
Adjuster," and "Traffic Engineering Technician." Multi-
disciplinary accident investigation teams perform indepth
investigations of traffic accidents. These teams are composed
of such individuals as medical personnel, pathologists,
psychologists, mechanical and civil engineers, and auto
mechanic technician.

REPORTING TRAFFIC ACCIDENT DATA

Reporting traffic accident data is a function of accident
investigation that relays the information that has been
identified, collected, and recorded from the records systems.

According to NIITSA (1973), the suggested minimum detailed
information on all driver reported motor vehicle traffic acci-
dents should include a detailed identification of the time
and location of the accident and type of location, identification
of the driver(s) including names, addresses, information from
their driver's license and condition of the driver. Identifi-
cation of passengers, pedestrians, or others involved in the
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traffic accident atong with their seating arrangements and
severity of injuries received as a result of the accident
should he recorded. The vehicle(s) should be identified b
make, model, year, body type, serial numbers, owner's regis-
tration information, odometer reading, damage areas, and
direction of travel of each unit. Other factors associated
with the accident such as weather conditions, light, traffic
control devices, and other environmental conditions should
be noted in the toport. A narrative description and diagram
of the acciden indicating accident severity, classifi(:ation
of accident, property damage, direction of travel, purpose of
tiip, and contributing violations are to be submitted to
provide a compilation of accident facts.

WhQn reporting traffic accident data to the courts,
photographs, physical evidence, and chemical test results
auch as blood alcohol concentration (BAC) tests can be reported
as evidence in the case.

Reporting traffic accident data contributes to highway
traffic safety by providing statistical information that can
be used by agencies to determine manpower allocation, enforce-
ment policies and engineering needs in the prevention and
control of accidents. Research institutes use the in
to develop safety and education programs, driver licensing
authorities use it to update their records in order to identify
and prohibit unsafe drivers from the highways. Highway
engineers use data to improve the design and construction of
roadways.

The function of reporting traffic accident data was
observed in a midwestern state under the job title, "Accident
Investigation Specialist, State Highway Patrol." However,
this function is performed on most levels of law enforcement,
under the job titles "Police Patrolman," "Sheriff" and "Deputy
Sheriff," and "Highway Patrolman." Insurance agents and pri-
vate accident investigation specialists also, at times, per-
form this function. There are cases where a governmental
agency such as the traffic engineering department, public
health department, or others will conduct their own investiga-
tion of an accident and report the findings to meet certain
data needs of the respective agency or project. The multi-
disciplinary accident investigation team performs the reporting
function by providing detailed documentation cf data findings,
conclusions, and recommendations compiled into a standard for-
mat for users.
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UHcow;TRUCTING TRAFFIC ACCIDNT!;

The funcLion ot reconstructing traffic accidonts conuiuts
of identIfying, relating and analy:ing the events and circum-
stances of a traffic accident from the data in the accident
report, preparing a detailed report identifying the circum-
stances and factors contributing to the cause of the acci-
dent, and documents events that actually cccured and the
results.

The function involves a complete detailed analysis of the
traffic accident including a complete review of all available
documentar data, visits to the accident scene, scale dia-
gramming, measuring, determining environmental influences,
examination of damaged vehicles including a critical examina-
tion of distorted metals and mechanical components, and
interviews with drivers and other persons involved in the
accident except in instances when an individual refuses to be
interviewed or cannot be located.

Users of the detailed report may include attorneys, in-
surance companies, courts, research institutions, automobile
manufacturers, and official highway safety agencies.

Reconstructing traffic accidents makes a significant
contribution to highway traffic safety by pinpointing the
causes of traffic accidents, which can be used in developing
countermeasures that will prevent similar accidents and reduce
deaths, injuries and property damage.

This function was observed in a major southeastern city
under the job title "Accident Reconstruction Expert," an
independent consultant. Hotever, the function is also performed
by traffic enforcement agencies under the job titles "Police
Patrolman," "Highway Patrolman," and "Accident Investigation
Specialist," as woll as "Insurance Investigator" and "Private
Investigator." Often an agency responsible for some aspect
of highway safety such as a traffic engineering department
will have technicians or professionals reconstruct an accident
to determine what countermeasures may be employed within the
agency's jurisdiction to reduce or eliminate similar accidents.
Reconstruction of an accident is often performed by an individual
or agency neither of which were responsible for investigating
or reporting the accident. The prime purpose of multi-disciplinary
accident investigation teams is accident reconstruction, with
accompanying recommendations for countermeasures.
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POLICE TRAFFIC SERVICES

INTRODUCTION

Highway injuries exceed by ten times all violent criminal
acts combinod, including homocides, armed robbery, rape, riot
and assault. Nevertheless, public response to rising crime
rates has led to a severe drain on police manpower and resources
devoted to t raffic safety activities (NHTSA, 1973) , namely
the police traffic services.

The police traffic services program expedites the flow of
traffic in order to prevent traffic accidents, which ultimately
reduces highway deaths and injuries. Several studies strongly
suggest that increased traffic law enforcement leads to a
reduction of traffic accidents (NHTSA, 1973).

Police traffic services is not limited to the city or
local police. It also exists at the county and state levels,
varying somewhat in size and scope in accordance with the par-
ticular geographic location.

In the functional area of police traffic services, computers
and other electronic devices are being used increasingly for
various activities such as speed detection and traffic moni-
toring. The introduction of these devices tends to free man-
power for other essential duties ("Cut Speed . . .," 1972).

Standard 15 of the Highway Safety Act. of 1966 provides
guidelines for police traffic services. Four functions of the
program are: (1) Administrating Police Traffic Services;
(2) Police Radio Dispatching; (3) Police Traffic Patrolling;
and (4) Alcohol Breath Analysis (see Figure 11).

ADMINISTRATING POLICE TRAFFIC SERVICES

Administrating police traffic services is a function that
involves developing and implementing policies and directives
in all areas of police traffic services, including radio dis-
patching, traffic patrolling, and the alcohol breath analysis
segment of the alcohol countermeasures program.
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Fiqure 11. Functions of Police Traffic Services
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u' responsibilities of this function are similar to admin-
istr;it iv.. dutios in othor highway traffic safety areas.
R-sponsJhtliti.:s emnsist of, tO..affing and traLning personnel;
planning and updating traffic services programs either by
drafting legisLation or by recommending executive action;
maintaining public relations with the news media, courts, and
other agencies; interpreting federal and state traffic laws;
and providing liaion between the program and the office of
the governor's highway traffic safety representative. The
more specific duties of administration include, purchasing
equipment, preparing budgets and periodic reports, and providing
public inforAation concerning police traffic service activities.

AdmirLstrating police traffic services makes a significant
contribution to highway traffic safety by providing the leader-
ship and coordination essential to implementing a successful
program, and hv ensuring that local traffic rules and regula-
tions are compatible with federal and state laws and recommenda-
tions.

Performance of the administrating police traffic services
function was observed in a large midwestern capital city as
"supervisor, Traffic Division." However, this function may be
per!(lumcd Ln smaller cities under the job title, "Chief of
Police," or on the state level within the state highway patrol
organization. It may also exist at the county level under
the job title, "Sheriff."

POLICE RADIO DISPATCHING

The primary objective of police radio dispatching is to
receive and transmit information. Such information helps
provide adequate personnel and equipment at scenes of traffic
accidents and areas of potential accidents for preventive
purposes, as well as direct pursuit of traffic offenders.

Dispatching involves receiving incoming calls and trans-
mitting information to police cruisers, motorcycles, helicopters,
emergency vehicles, and perhaps mounted police. It also
requires rducing the information received into concise and
accurate messages for transmission. Considerations of avail-
ability of manpower, familiarity with location, weather and
traffic conditions are taken into account to determine which
manpower and vehicles are to be dispatched. In addition to
making initial contact with personnel, dispatching involves
maintaining contact with the vehicles to provide additional
help if needed, or to reassign vehicles after completion of
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assignment. :-;ome or the larger municipalities are converting
portions of their dispatch efforts to a computerized system
COr both reeording .ltd dispatching approprlate vehicle units
efficienlly.

Incoming calls may he received from private citizens or
from other governmental agencies (e.g., [ire department or
traffic engineering). These calls may be to report traffic
accidents or street conditions such as non-functioning traffic
signals, missing highway signs, construction areas or, traffic
Clow hampered by high water which require assistance to restore
normal traffic .lew.

The f.nietion of police radio dispatching contributes to
highway trai!ic saEety by reducing the response time required
far help to reach an accident scene (or a potential accident
scone) and thereby prevent further accidents. It also aids
in apprehending ttaffic violaters who present threats to
safety on the roadways.

This [unction was observed in a midwestern capital city
under the job title, "Police Radio Dispatcher." However, in
other cities the function may be performed under a variety
of titles including "Radio Operator," "Police Broadcaster,"
or "Conimunications Specialist." It may be performed at the
state level by the highway patrol or state police, or at the
county (or community) level by the sheriff's department.
Also, pollee radio dispatching and emergency medical dispatch-
ing may be performed concurrently.

POLICE TRAFFIC PATROLLING

Police traffic patrolling is a function of police traffic
services and includes personnel on foot, in automobiles, on
motorcycles, or in helicopters. Traffic patrolling is respon-
sible for maintaining orderly traffic flow and enforcing
traffic; on.] motor vehicle laws. Several studies have shown
that the mere presence of a traffic patrolman at a particular
location cen substantially reduce traffic accidents.

Some of the duties of police traffic patrolling include
directing traffic at pedestrian crossings; directing and re-
routing traffic at scenes of traffic accidents or construction
sites; conducting initial traffic accident investigations;
and providing information, services, and aid as needed to
motorists and pedestrians. The function also involves the
identification and apprehension of traffic law violators.
Other duLie's of traffic patrolling include conducting routine
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driver licciu and vehicle inspections, investigating parking
violations, pout-accident clean-up, and testifying in court
cases.

The function of police traffic patrolling includes respon-
sibility for the detection and apprehension of those who exceed
the legal speed limit. The percentage of vehicles exceeding
60 miles per hour has tripled since 1960 and it is estimated
that approximately 34 percent of all highway deaths are due
to excessive speed and excessive speed for prevailing conditions
("Cut Speed . . .," 1972). In some districts computers and
other electrenie devices are being used to provide round-the-
clock traffic monitoring. Computers are also being utilized
to identify speeding motorists and for improving traffic flow
in urban arevzs ("Trafficking . . .," 1972) .

Traffic patrolling also involves writing reports covering
actions taken with regard to traffic controlling and keeping
other agencies such as traffic courts, traffic engineering
departments and records departments informed in cases where
follow-up is required.

Police traffic patrolling makes a significant contribution
to highway traffic safety by preventing accidents, both through
apprehension of traffic law violators and by being present to
deAer potential violations that may lead to accidents and
injuries.

Performance of this function was observed in a large mid-
western capital cit.' under the job titles "Patrolman, Traffic
Division" and "helicopter Patrolman." Patrolling was also
observed in a large metropolitan western county law enforcement
agency under the title of "Sergeant" where special emphasis
was placed on video-taping those apprehended for driving while
under the influence of alcohol. However, this function is also
performed on the state level under such job titles as "Rangers"
and "Highway Patrolmen." In some cases the traffic engineering
department may patrol by way of closed circuit television and
direct traffic through electronically controlled signals.

ALCOHOL BREATH ANALYSIS

The function of alcohol breath analysis is concerned
primarily with measuring the blood alcohcl concentration (BAC)
of persons suspected of driving while intoxicated, and deter-
mining whether or not the presence of alcohol in their systems
is sufficient to impair an individual's physical and mental
driving capabiliiies.
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Alcohol breath analysis involves using a breath test
instrument equipped to give a calibrated reading of the
blood-alcohol content of the individual being tested. Pre-
paring and cleaning the instrument for each new test, conduct-
ing the test, and recording the results in a written report
are among the duties of the analyst. Testifying as to test
conditions and results in court cases may soMetimes be nec-
essary.

In contril,uting to highway traffic safety, alcohol breath
analysis is a function that assists in the ideiwification of
drinking drivers. It also provides evidence fox restricting
or controlling problem drinking drivers who are factors in
what is e:-.timated to be more than half of the fatal-injury
traffic accidents each year (NSC, 1973) .

The function of alcohol breath analysis was observed in
a metropolitan southern city under the job title "Police
PatrolmanAlcohol Safety Action Project." The actual breath
tests were conducted both in a laboratory of the police
station, and in a mobile testing van made available to arrest-
ing officers throughout the city. In many instances the
breath tests are conducted by a laboratory technician or
specialist who is not a member of the police force. Other
locales may use hospital facilities for alcohol breath analysis,
employing laboratory technicians to perform the function.
Sheriffs, highway patrolmen, and other law enforcement agencies
may perform this function.
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PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

INTRODUCTION

Pupil transportation is currently the largest transporta-
tio system its the country (NHTSA, 1973) . Although pupils have
been transported to and from Fchool at public expense in this
nation for over a century, it was not until 1919 that all of the
(then 48) slates had authorized the use of public funds for this
purpose (Maeroff, 1972). Currently, the public spends more
than one billion dollars annually to transport some nineteen
million school children over 2.4 billion miles of the nation's
roads (NSC, 1973). This operation requires the use of approx-
imately 2G0,000 school buses (NHTSA, 1973).

Highway safety statistics indicated that transportation by
sc :.00l bus is one of the safest forms of transportation in the
nation. According to NHTSA, school bus transportation is approx-
imately eight times safer than passenger car transportation in
spite of the far:t that approximately eighty children are killed
and 4,500 injured, in or around school buses each year (NHTSA,
1973) .

in may, 1972, the secretary of transportation issued High-
way Safety Program Standard No. 17, Pupil Transportation Safety,
which was designed to improve programs for transporting pupils
safely (NHTSA, 1973) .

The pupil transportation system involves the five func-
tions: (1) Administrating Pupil Transportation Safety Programs;
(2) Servicing, Maintaining, and Repairing School Buses; (3) In-
specting School Bus Components; (4) Scheduling and Routing Pupil
Transportation; and (5) Operating Pupil Transportation Vehicles
(see Figure 12) .

ADMI:4ISTRATING PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PROGRAMS

The function of administrating pupil transportation pro-
grams involves developing and implementing policy and providing
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Pigure 12. Functions of Pupil Transportation
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dirck.titm in all areas of pupil tran51'ortation :.iarety. This
includes routing awl scheduling, service, maintenance, repair,
and ilu:pcciiun, lraining porsonnel, pnrehasina cquipmenL,
updating or programs hy roguLation and Other
dati(?s include init.rpreling Lransportation rules and regula-
tions, data (:ollection, preparing reports, conducting evaluii-
tLons, porvising the staffing of all segments of the program,
and serving a5 a consultant to various elements of the program.

The function of administrating pupil transportation safety
programs contributes to highway traffic safety by providing the
loadorship and coordination essential to implementing a success-
ful program, and by assuring that local pupil transportation
rules and regulations are compatible with federal and state
highway safety laws.

Periormance of administrating pupil transportation safety
programs was observed in a large midwestern state capital under
the job title "State Director, Pupil Transportation" and in a
medium-sized midwestern city as "School District Supervisor,
PupiL Transportation."

SERVICING, MAINTAINING, AND REPAIRING SCHOOL BUSES

The regular service, maintenance, and repair of school
buses involves locating, adjusting, correcting, and repairing
mechanical defects and breakdowns in vehicles and equipment,
including frequent safety equipment inspections. This also
involves preparing schedules for service and repair work, co-
ordinating the mechanical work on the workshop floor, keeping
vehicle records, and testing vehicles after repairs and main-
tenance.

Servicing, maintaining, and repairing safety components
contributes to highway traffic safety by ensuring that the
mechanical condition of the nation's fleet of school buses is
at maximim safety for its daily task of transporting the
nation's most precious cargo ("School Bus...," 1970).

In a large midwestern capital city, a pupil transportation
maintenance program was observed being performed in a local
school district by individuals under the job titles "School
Bus Fleet Supervisor," "School Bus Mechanic," and "Mechanic-
Helper." In many instancs the function of maintaining and
repairing is accomplished through the services of a private
contractor, a private garage or a private mechanic on retainer
with a local school district.
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INSPECTING SCHOOL BUS SAFETY COMPONENTS

The inspection of safety components of pupil transporta-
LLon vehieLcs is intended to ascertain whether the construction
and equipment of the vehicle comply with the regulations recom-
mended by NHTSA and any additional state or local regulations.
Such items as moving parts, exterior coloring, mirrors, letter-
ing, and lights, as well as interior padding and construction,
are checked by tho inspecting agency.

In contributing to highway traffic safety, the safety
inspection of pupil transportation vehicle components is in-
tended to ensure that all parts are in safe operating condi-
tion and all vehicles adhere to safety standards specified by
NIITSA and the individual state in order to prevent injuries to
young passengers.

The inspection of safety components is usually performed
by vehicle inspectors in vehicle inspection stations in states
having mandatory inspection programs for all vehicles. School
bus inspection was observed in a major midwestern state where
there is no mandatory auto inspection. In that state, a team
of highway patrol officers inspected school buses in the school
parking lots prior to school fall reopening. School buses are
also checked for safety in the routine maintenance checks given
daily or weekly through the service maintenance and repair
function.

SCHEDULING AND ROUTING PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

The objective of routing and scheduling school buses is to
gain the greatest utilization of equipment and personnel, for
the least expenditure of funds, while maintaining the highest
possible safety standards ;NHTSA, 1973). The planning of bus
routes and schedules includes the making and maintaining of
maps of all school bus routes in the school district, locating
bus stops, preparing time schedules, preparing lists of pupils
transported on each school bus, and assigning buses to routes
so as to ensure the most efficient route in terms of distance
traveled and maximum pupil capacity. In some districts compu-
ters arc used to assist in routing and scheduling. The dis-
patching of school buses is based on the scheduling and
routing and may require alterations from these plans where
emergencies or special needs arise. In some of the more rural
school systems, school buses are being equipped with two-way
radios which enable the dispatcher to reschedule or reroute
the school bus when enroute.
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Efficient routing and scheduling contrihnLos to highway
traffic safety by reducing vehicle mileage to a minimum, which
;:edueos chances for accidents involvi'iq pupil transportation
vehicles. It also provides the safest routon in terms of traf-
fic patterns, hazardous areas, and weather conditions. Locating
safe bus stops provides greater protection for children boarding
or leaving the bus.

Routing and scheduling of pupil transportation vehicles was
observed in several large midwestcrn city school districts, per-
formed under the job titles of "Transportation Supervisor,"
"Local Director of Pupil Transportation," and "Routing and
Scheduling Specialist."

OPERATIOG PUPIL TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES

Driving school buses is a function primarily concerned
with providing transportation for children to and from school
in a manner which insures maximum safety. Demonstrating super-
ior driving skills, observing and being knowledgeable of laws,
maintaining routes and schedules, observing loading and unload-
ing procedures of children, instructing students in safe riding
practices, and maintaining discipline of the children are all
included in the responsibility for operation of the vehicle.
Additional responsibilities m4y include daily inspection and
cleaning of the vehicle and preparation of various reports.
In the event of an accident, the operating function also in-
cludes providing emergency action and care for all passengers
until emergency vehicles and technicians arrive on the scene.

The National Safety Council certifies school bus drivers
on the basis of their holding a valid first-aid certificate;
having periodic physical examinations; annual in-service
training, including instruction on emergency procedures, vehi-
cle inspection and reporting defects; completing a defensive
driving course; and holding the National Safety Council Safe
Driver Award ("Traffic Accident... ," 1973) .

The contribution to highway traffic safety by operating
pupil transportation vehicles is obvious in that each person
operating a vehicle is responsible for the safety of as many
as 70 children on each trip, as compared to the average auto-
mobile driver being responsible for only four or five passen-
gers.

The operation of pupil transportation vehicles was ob-
served in a large midwestern suburb, serving both suburban and
rural populations, under the job title of "School Bus Driver."
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In many cases throughout the country, pupil transportation
is provided by a private contractor or the local municipal
transportation system. In such cases, the vehicle is owned by
the contractor or local transit company and operated by a pro-
fessional operator on their pay roll.

Those employed to operate pupil transportation vehicles
are often part-time employees who register their occupation
as being in some other field such as housewife, farmer, teacher,
college student, custodian, etc. There are indications that
the function of operating pupil transportation vehicles on a
full-time basis is increasing in larger metropolitan areas
(NHTSA, 1973) . The increasing use of school buses for field
trips and other extracurricular activities also tends to pro-
mote this function to a full-time job status.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICLS

INTRODUCTION

According to the National Safety Council, some 56,000
traffic fatalities occurred on the nation's highways in 1972.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates
that about 15 percent of the fatalities might have been pre-
vented had adequate emergency medical care been available
within twenty minutes of the occurrence of the accident
(NHTSA, 1973). This, along with the possibility of reducing
the seriousness of many injuries in traffic accidents, empha-
sizes the necessity of having adequate emergency medical
services.

Program Standard 11 of the 1966 Highway Safety Act des-
cribes a comprehensive emergency medical services (EMS)
system as having the capability to:

Provide prompt identification and response to
crashes under a range of emergency conditions.

2. Sustain and prolong life through proper first
aid and emergency care measures, both at the
scene and in transit.

3. Provide the coordination, transportation, and
communications necessary to bring the injured
person and definitive medical care together in
the shortest practicable time, without simul-
taneously creating additional hazards (NHTSA,
1972).

The purpose of an emergency medical services program for
highway traffic safety is to ensure that injured victims of
traffic accidents receive prompt and adequate emergency care
at the scene of the accident and during transportation to a
medical facility.

The functional area of emergency medical services includes
the three functions of (1) Administrating Emergency Medical
Service Programs; (2) Dispatching EMS Vehicles; and (3) Pro-
viding Emergency Medical Service Care (see Figure 13).
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ADMINISTRATING EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES PROGRAMS

The runcLion ,Idtulni_strotlng ilteiwny :;ervice!;

(KW) prolraim; (leveloping and implementing
and providing direction in all areas of the EMS program, includ-
ing dispatching of emergency vehicles, and providing emergency
care to victims.

The responsibilities of administrating the EMS programs
are similar to administrative duties in other highway traffic
safety areas. More specific administrative responsibilities
consist of licensing and training personnel; updating programs
by recommendation and legislation; interpreting EMS rules and
regulations; and providing liaison between the program and
supporting agencies, such as state and loc,1 health departments,
medical societies, hospitals, the American Red Cross, police
and fire departments, and the office of the governor's highway
traffic safety representative.

Specific duties of emergency medical services administra-
tion are purchasing EMS equipment, staffing all segments of
the program, preparing budgets and annual reports, obtaining
state and federal funding for programs, and providing public
information regarding EMS to the news media. These duties are
performed with regard to all emergency medical situations,
many of which relate to accidents on the nation's highways
and streets.

The function of administrating emergency medical services
programs contributes to highway traffic safety by providing the
leadership and coordination essential to implementing a success-
ful EMS program, and by assuring that local EMS rules and regula-
tions are compatible with federal and state program recommendtions
and laws.

Performance of administrating of emergency medical services
programs was observed in a metropolitan southeastern city under
the job title, "Executive Director, Department of Public Safety."
However, in many other locales the function is performed under
administrative titles in fire departments and police departments,
as well as private rescue squads and ambulance services. The
trend nationwide is to no longer have the local funeral home
operate a community's emergency medical services.
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DISPATCHING EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICE VEHICLES

The main objective of dispatching emergency medical ser-
vices vehicles is Lo provide emergency care to traffic accident
victims in as short a time period as possible, so that the injured
will receive prompt and adequate care both at the scene of the
accident and enroute to a medical facility. Dispatching not
only involves receiving emergency calls and transmitting infor-
mation to EMS vehicles, but also requires reducing the infor-
mation received into concise and accurate messages. Considerations
of availability of manpower, familiarity of the location of the
accident, weather conditions, traffic conditions and the proximity
to medical Loeilities must be taken into account before dis-
patching messages to a particular EMS vehicle.

In addition to making radio and telephone contact with
EMS vehicles, dispatching involves remaining in contact with
with emergency vehicle(s) enroute to the medical facility, and
utilizing direct communication lines with hospital emergency
rooms to advise them on the condition of the inbound patient(s).
The extra time permits hospitals to recall professional help
or provide additional emergency room space.

The function of dispatching EMS vehicles contributes to
highway traffic safety because it reduces the response time
for emergency help to arrive at an accident scene, and advance
notification allows hospitals to provide more prompt and
appropriate care which results in saving lives and reducing
the seriousness of injuries.

To make the function of dispatching EMS vehicles simpler
and faster, some cities have implemented the universal emer-
gency telephone number, 911, which is a direct line to an
emergency medical dispatching center. Since the number is
easy to remember and quick to dial, NHTSA has recommended its
use throughout the nation.

The dispatching of EMS vehicles was observed in a metro-
politan southeastern city under the job title, "Dispatcher- -
EMS." However, in many cities the function is part of the
police traffic or fire department services and is performed
under the job title, "Police or Fire Radio Dispatcher." In
the case of the private EMS contractor, dispatching may be
done by an employee of the contractor or a governmental agency
in the community, such as the police force or firemen.

The dispatching function for nonemergency medical purposes
is also performed in the functional areas of pupil transporta-
tion and police traffic services.
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PROVIDING EMS CARE

Providing EMS care is a function of emergency medical
services which involves responding to emergency calls and pro-
viding prompt emergency medical care both at the scone of an
accident and enroutc to a medical facility.

The first duties in providing CMS care upon arrival at
the accident scene arc to create a safe traffic environment
for protection of the injured and persons assisting in their
care, and protection of property and accident evidence at the
scene. This may involve redirecting traffic, removing debris,
and placing road signs or flares. Emergency care of victims
may include opening and maintaining an airpassage, positive
pressure ventilation, cardiac resuscitation, controlling
hemorrhageing, treatment of shock, immobilization of fractures,
and bandaging injuries. Administering of drugs and intravenous
fluids is governed by local and state laws and varies according
to the direction of a physician. Care of the injured continues
enroute to the hospital, where a verbal and/or written report
is usually submitted to hospital staff by those providing EMS
care.

A number of states and agencies are now using helicopters
as part of their emergency medical services. This trend is
expected to increase. Many hospitals throughout the country
have installed helicopter lending facilities to aid in speeding
the victims to the emergency room. Because of the numerous
surface obstructions in built-up urban areas, helicopters are
used more often in rural areas and on the freeways to speed
aid to crash victims and to transport them to medical care
facilities.

EMS care contributes to highway traffic safety by reducing
the number of deaths and lessening serious injuries to accident
victims through prompt care which could not otherwise be
received prior to arrival at a medical facility.

The providing of emergency medical care was observed in
c metropolitan southeastern city under the job title, "Emergency
Medical Technician." Nowever, in many cities, providing EMS
care is a function of the fire or police departments, and may
be performed under the job title, "Fireman" or "Policeman."
It was also observed in a midwestern capital city which utilized
helicopters in addition to regular EMS vehicles, and employed
national guardsmen as EMS technicians. In some instances, the
EMS care is provided through an EMS technician employed by a
private contractor or firm engaged by the community.
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